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Abstract

This thesis applies the peer performance ratio method to the cryptocurrency investment

universe to develop and evaluate investment strategies. Drawing on the work of Ardia

and Boudt (2018), the PPR method employs a triple-layer approach for evaluating peer

performance, addressing the issue of false discoveries arising from using estimated alpha.

It proposes using three ratios: Equal, Under, and Outperformance, and a closed-form non-

parametric estimator to mitigate false discoveries.

The study investigates the heterogeneity of returns in the cryptocurrency market, uti-

lizing trading data for 53 cryptocurrencies over a 5-year period from 2017 to 2022. The

methodology involves analyzing the presence of return heterogeneity by employing peer per-

formance ratios and developing screening plots based on underperformance, equal perfor-

mance, and outperformance ratios. Investment strategies are then evaluated based on three

outperformance metrics: Alpha (average returns), Sharpe ratio, and Modified Sharpe ratio.

Corresponding benchmark investment strategies are also implemented using these metrics.

Rebalancing is conducted at daily, weekly, and monthly frequencies to assess effectiveness.

Returns statistics, drawdown statistics, and risk-adjusted performance statistics are eval-

uated to compare the performance of the returns. The results demonstrate that peer

performance-based methods exhibit strong performance depending on the investment ob-

jectives, highlighting the PPR method’s potential for navigating the unique challenges of

the cryptocurrency market and generating consistent returns. This study contributes to

the development and refinement of investment strategies tailored to the evolving cryptocur-

rency market, providing valuable insights for investors seeking to capitalize on its immense

potential.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The rapid expansion of the cryptocurrency market since Bitcoin’s introduction in 2009

(Nakamoto, 2008) has piqued the interest of investors and researchers alike. In April 2021, the

market capitalization of cryptocurrencies surpassed $1.19 trillion (CoinMarketCap, 2023),

giving rise to various investment trends such as Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs), Security To-

ken Offerings (STOs), and Initial Exchange Offerings (IEOs). However, the market’s inherent

volatility and unpredictability present considerable challenges for investors seeking consistent

returns (Corbet et al., 2018).

Traditional financial concepts and techniques have been examined within the context of

the cryptocurrency market. Still, their application is often limited by factors such as decen-

tralization, regulatory ambiguity, and high transaction costs (Momtaz, 2020a; Bouri et al.,

2017). As a result, researchers have explored alternative investment strategies specifically

designed for this unique market.

In the context of this thesis, we employ the peer performance methodology introduced

by Ardia and Boudt (2018), which can help to identify cryptocurrencies that outperform

their peers. This innovative methodology provides investors with a quantitative framework

for evaluating investment opportunities in the market. In this thesis, we implement the

peer performance methodology as an investment strategy in the cryptocurrency market.

We focus on a rolling window investment analysis of 5-year cryptocurrency data using the

outperformance ratio method and peer performance ratios.

Previous literature has investigated various investment strategies in the cryptocurrency
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market, yielding mixed results. For instance, the Moving Average Crossover (MAC) strategy

generated positive returns but was not statistically significant after accounting for transaction

costs (Gkillas and Katsiampa, 2018). Time-varying approaches employing technical indica-

tors demonstrated positive returns, but their efficacy varied across cryptocurrencies and time

periods (Caporale et al., 2018). Likewise, momentum and contrarian strategies produced ex-

cess returns, although their profitability declined over time (Trimborn and Wolfgang KH,

2019).

Brière et al. (2015) also investigated the diversification benefits of including Bitcoin in

traditional financial portfolios. They found that a small allocation to Bitcoin improved the

portfolio’s risk-return profile, but they also highlighted the extreme volatility and uncertain

regulatory environment as potential challenges for investors.

The peer performance methodology offers a novel alternative for investors aiming to

navigate the unique challenges of the cryptocurrency market and achieve consistent returns.

As this market continues to grow, driven by factors such as increased institutional interest,

mainstream adoption, and technological advancements (Phillip et al., 2018), the development

and refinement of investment strategies tailored to the cryptocurrency market will be crucial

for investors seeking to capitalize on its vast potential. This literature review aims to provide

a comprehensive understanding of the peer performance methodology and its applications,

setting the stage for our implementation of this innovative approach in the cryptocurrency

market.

1.1 Past Work

Introduction to Cryptocurrency Market and Investing

Cryptocurrencies, as a relatively new asset class, exhibit unique characteristics compared to

traditional financial assets. These unique aspects can create both opportunities and chal-

lenges for investors. For example, one of the defining features of cryptocurrencies is their

decentralization. Most cryptocurrencies operate on decentralized networks, eliminating the

need for central authorities such as banks or governments. This aspect can increase trans-
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parency, reduce transaction costs, and faster transactions (Nakamoto, 2008). In contrast,

traditional financial assets are often subject to centralized control and oversight, which can

increase counterparty risk and limit market access.

The high price volatility of cryptocurrencies is another distinguishing characteristic.

Cryptocurrencies are known for their substantial short-term gains or losses for investors

due to factors such as market sentiment, regulatory changes, and technological advance-

ments (Bouri et al., 2017). This volatility contrasts with traditional financial assets, which

exhibit lower short-term price fluctuations.

Liquidity is another point of differentiation between cryptocurrencies and traditional

assets. Although the liquidity of some cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin has improved over time,

many smaller cryptocurrencies still face liquidity issues, which can impact the ease of trading

and price discovery (Liu and Tsyvinski, 2018b). On the other hand, traditional financial

assets, such as stocks and bonds, typically benefit from deeper and more liquid markets that

facilitate trading and price discovery.

Challenges in the Cryptocurrency Industry

The cryptocurrency industry faces several challenges that can affect the performance and

adoption of cryptocurrencies as an investment option. Security breaches and cyberattacks on

cryptocurrency exchanges, wallets, and networks can lead to significant losses for investors

(Moore and Christin, 2013). The irreversibility of cryptocurrency transactions may exacer-

bate the impact of such attacks, in contrast to traditional financial systems that often have

mechanisms for reversing fraudulent transactions.

Regulatory uncertainty is another challenge faced by the cryptocurrency industry. The

evolving regulatory environment, characterized by varied approaches across different coun-

tries, can create challenges for investors as they navigate the complex and sometimes contra-

dictory landscape (LaBonte and Rice, 2019). This situation contrasts with the established

regulatory frameworks governing traditional financial assets and institutions.

Scalability concerns have also emerged as the growth of cryptocurrencies raises questions

about their ability to handle increasing transaction volumes. Scalability issues can lead to

slow transaction times and increased transaction fees, potentially limiting the widespread
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adoption of cryptocurrencies (Croman et al., 2016). Traditional financial systems, on the

other hand, have had more time to develop infrastructure and processes to handle high

transaction volumes.

Environmental impact is a significant challenge for the cryptocurrency industry, partic-

ularly for proof-of-work-based cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin. The energy-intensive nature of

cryptocurrency mining has raised concerns about its environmental impact, which may in-

fluence investor sentiment and regulatory approaches towards cryptocurrencies (Mora et al.,

2018; Stoll et al., 2019). In contrast, traditional financial assets typically have a lower di-

rect environmental impact, although indirect effects through investments in environmentally

harmful industries can still be significant.

Finally, market manipulation is another challenge facing the cryptocurrency industry.

The relatively small market capitalization and lower liquidity of many cryptocurrencies make

them susceptible to market manipulation, such as pump-and-dump schemes or insider trad-

ing, which can negatively impact investors (Griffin and Shams, 2020; Xu and Livshits, 2018).

Traditional financial markets, with more comprehensive regulatory oversight and higher lev-

els of liquidity, are less susceptible to market manipulation.

Factor-Based Investing in Traditional Finance and

Cryptocurrencies

Factor-based investing is an investment approach that seeks to select assets based on their

exposure to certain factors, which are characteristics or attributes that can help explain

differences in their returns over time. In traditional finance, factors such as size, value,

momentum, quality, and low volatility have been identified as key drivers of returns (Fama

and French, 1992; Jegadeesh and Titman, 1993; Asness et al., 2014; Ang et al., 2006). These

factors have been extensively studied, leading to the development of investment strategies

that target assets with specific factor exposures.

Applying factor-based investing to the cryptocurrency market involves identifying factors

that can help explain the differences in returns among various cryptocurrencies. Research

in this area is still emerging, and some studies have attempted to pinpoint factors that
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drive cryptocurrency returns, such as market capitalization (Elendner et al., 2016), liquidity,

network value (Bouri et al., 2019), momentum, and market sentiment (Liu and Tsyvinski,

2018a; Blau et al., 2018).

The unique characteristics and challenges of the cryptocurrency market may affect the

relevance and effectiveness of factor-based investing in this context. For instance, the decen-

tralization of cryptocurrencies, eliminating the need for central authorities, contrasts with

the centralized control and oversight of traditional financial assets (Nakamoto, 2008). This

aspect can lead to differences in how factors, such as liquidity (Bouri et al., 2017) and market

capitalization, influence asset returns in the two markets. Another point of differentiation is

the high price volatility of cryptocurrencies, which contrasts with the relatively lower short-

term price fluctuations of many traditional financial assets (Urquhart, 2016; Nadarajah and

Chu, 2017). This difference in volatility may impact the way factors such as momentum and

market sentiment affect the returns of cryptocurrencies compared to traditional assets.

Despite these differences, the application of factor-based investing to cryptocurrencies

still needs to be explored, and further research is required to establish robust factors and

strategies in this area. Investors may consider both traditional factor-based investing ap-

proaches and emerging cryptocurrency-focused strategies when developing investment strate-

gies for this novel asset class. The choice between conventional factor-based investing and

cryptocurrency-specific approaches will depend on individual preferences, investment objec-

tives, and risk tolerance. So in this environment, using the peer performance methodology

becomes quite compelling.

Practical Considerations for Cryptocurrency Investing

Investors looking to implement a factor-based investing approach in the cryptocurrency mar-

ket should consider several practical aspects. One key aspect is diversification. By diversify-

ing across multiple cryptocurrencies, investors can help mitigate the impact of idiosyncratic

risks associated with individual cryptocurrencies, such as security breaches or regulatory

actions. A diversified portfolio can provide more stable returns over time. Another essential

consideration is portfolio rebalancing. Regularly rebalancing the portfolio to maintain the

desired factor exposures is critical for ensuring that the investment strategy remains consis-
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tent over time. Rebalancing can also help investors take advantage of price fluctuations by

selling cryptocurrencies that have appreciated and buying those that have underperformed

relative to their factor exposures. While some investors may attempt to time their exposure

to different factors based on market conditions, empirical evidence suggests that factor tim-

ing is challenging and often leads to underperformance. A long-term, consistent approach to

factor-based investing may be more effective for achieving desired investment outcomes. Fi-

nally, investors should be mindful of the costs of trading cryptocurrencies, such as transaction

fees and bid-ask spreads, which can erode returns. Additionally, the tax implications of cryp-

tocurrency investments can be complex and vary across jurisdictions. Therefore, investors

must consult a tax professional to ensure compliance and optimize their tax situation.

By understanding the unique characteristics and challenges of cryptocurrencies and iden-

tifying relevant factors that can help explain differences in returns, investors can implement

a systematic and transparent approach to cryptocurrency investing. Practical considera-

tions, such as diversification, rebalancing, factor timing, and cost and tax implications, are

essential for effectively executing a factor-based investment strategy in the cryptocurrency

market. As the cryptocurrency ecosystem continues to evolve and mature, factor-based in-

vesting may become an increasingly valuable tool for investors seeking to navigate digital

assets’ complex and dynamic world.

The Peer Performance Ratios

Peer performance ratios are financial metrics that enable the comparison of a company’s

financial performance to that of its peers or industry competitors. These ratios, encompassing

measures such as return on assets, return on equity, and gross margin, among others, are

vital for assessing a company’s performance in relation to its industry, pinpointing areas of

relative strength or weakness, and aiding investors and analysts in making informed decisions

regarding a company’s financial health and growth potential.Ardia and Boudt (2018) propose

this method of peer performance ratios and apply it to the hedge fund investment universe

to evaluate its effectiveness.

Ardia and Boudt (2018) highlight the issue of a fund’s estimated alpha differing from its

peers, stating that if the alpha of peer funds is genuinely identical, estimation error must be
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the driving factor. They reference a study by Barras et al. (2010) that accurately estimates

the proportion of true positive alpha funds in the universe. The traditional approach to

peer performance evaluation, which ranks funds based on their estimated alpha and uses

percentile ranks to classify peer performance as either outperformance or underperformance,

is criticized for overlooking the possibility that funds in the peer group can have the same

alpha and tends to overestimate outperformance and underperformance.

An alternative Bayesian approach proposed by Ľuboš Pástor and Stambaugh (2002)

suggests that a fund’s peer performance corresponds to an analysis of the credible set associ-

ated with the fund’s alpha posterior distribution. They recommend evaluating a fund’s peer

performance using three peer performance parameters and introducing a non-parametric es-

timator that controls for false discoveries. Estimating these parameters is a challenging task,

and the authors present a solution to account for false discoveries in the multiple-hypothesis

setup of testing the difference between the focal fund’s alpha and all other peer funds.

The proposed method consists of a two-step estimation procedure combining pairwise

and multiple testing advantages. The first step entails estimating the percentage of peer

funds with equal performance using only pairwise tests of equal performance between the

focal fund and a peer fund. The second step involves obtaining a sample of p-values for

each potential pair, a mixture of uniformly distributed p-values (for pairs where the null

hypothesis is correct), and p-values close to zero (for pairs where the null hypothesis is

false). This approach accounts for estimation error and the joint hypothesis of testing equal

performance with the peer funds. The method is robust to false positives under a multiple-

hypothesis testing framework and can handle a large number of peer funds without requiring

time series to be available for the same period for all funds.

Alpha-differential, obtained as the intercept in the linear factor model, serves as the

pairwise peer performance measure. The study examines the distribution of peer performance

across hedge funds and its relation to the individual performance measure of the fund. The

paper reveals a strong positive dependence between alpha and the outperformance ratio

(π+
i ), although the relationship is highly nonlinear. The traditional rank-based approach

to estimating outperformance and underperformance percentages is deemed flawed, as it

disregards the large proportion of equal performance between investment funds. In response,
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the authors propose a new approach, peer performance ratios, which considers the possibility

of observing different estimates of a fund’s individual performance while the true performance

remains identical.

The research paper scrutinizes the added value of utilizing the outperformance ratio (π+
i )

in tandem with other performance measures to construct quintile portfolios of outperforming

hedge funds. It compares the outperformance ratio (π+
i ) to four other performance measures:

the fund’s past return (capturing the "hot hands effect"), the fund’s alpha, the fund’s relative

alpha, and the fund’s peer alpha. The authors contend that the proposed peer performance

ratios offer a unique assessment of peer performance, incremental to existing measures, and

can be employed for ex-ante selection of funds and ex-post evaluation of their relative per-

formance. Furthermore, they demonstrate that the methodology based on peer performance

ratios accounts for the possibility of observing different estimates of the fund’s individual

performance while the true performance remains identical. This approach provides a more

accurate and comprehensive assessment of a fund’s performance in relation to its peers. The

authors suggest that peer performance ratios offer valuable insights for both ex-ante selection

of funds and ex-post evaluation of their relative performance, as they can capture nuances

that traditional rank-based approaches might overlook. To facilitate the implementation of

this method, the authors have also released an open-source statistical package called “Peer-

Performance” that offers all the functionality documented in their article, which is utilized

and discussed in the context of the proposed thesis.

Previous Applications of the Peer Performance Ratios

Ardia et al. (2022) examines the extent to which investment managers can differentiate them-

selves regarding future performance when focusing on green or brown stocks, as environmentally-

conscious investments gain more attention from institutional investors and asset managers.

The researchers assert that a more heterogeneous universe in terms of underlying stock per-

formance enables skilled managers to distinguish themselves from their peers more effectively.

The study employs the peer performance ratios approach by Ardia and Boudt (2018)

and concentrates on firms in the S&P 500 index from 2014 to 2020. The researchers use

firms’ greenhouse gas emission intensity to create peer groups of green and brown stocks
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and utilize Carhart (1997) and Fama and French (2015) factor models to analyze the data.

On average, approximately 20% of stocks differentiate themselves from their peers in terms

of realized-alpha performance over various horizons, with significantly higher variability in

the opportunity set within brown stocks. Additionally, this heterogeneity has diminished

over time, particularly for green stocks, implying that it has become more challenging for

investment managers to deploy their skills when allocating among low-GHG intensity stocks.

The methodology is based on the definition of the triplet of peer performance ratios from the

prior research paper, where the equal-performance ratio measures the percentage of stocks

in a given peer group that cannot be differentiated in terms of performance.

The researchers form peer groups of brown and green stocks using firms’ latest GHG emis-

sions and calculate the p-value of the null hypothesis of equal performance over a forward-

looking evaluation period between stocks and peers using a pairwise test. The distribution

of the p-values is (asymptotically) a mixture of uniformly distributed p-values when the

null hypothesis is true and p-values close to zero when the null hypothesis is false. This

approach, following Ardia and Boudt (2018), enables the estimation of the proportions of

equal performance, underperformance, and outperformance. The results are then used to

analyze the heterogeneity of green and brown stocks’ universes in terms of performance and

investigate whether this heterogeneity has changed over time.

The research findings indicate that the unconditional performance heterogeneity is around

20% for both green and brown stocks. This percentage is consistently higher for brown stocks

than for green stocks and is robust over the three evaluation horizons and the two-factor

models used in the study. Moreover, the results show much higher variability in performance

heterogeneity for brown stocks than for green stocks, suggesting that investment managers

have found it easier to deploy their talent in brown stocks than in green stocks. The study also

uncovers a negative trend in performance heterogeneity for green and brown firms, implying

that it has become increasingly difficult for investment managers to differentiate themselves

when investing in green stocks. The research further reveals that underperformance ratios

drive the heterogeneity performance of brown stocks and that selecting outperforming green

stocks has become more challenging for investment managers in recent years.

Considering the approach’s demonstrated efficacy and suitability, provided the distinctive
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characteristics and limitations of the cryptocurrency investment landscape, this research

will employ this methodology to devise and assess investment strategies in cryptocurrency

markets.
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Chapter 2

Investment Universe Analysis

The cryptocurrency dataset was procured from firstratedata.com, comprising data on 53

distinct cryptocurrencies. The dataset encompasses 1-minute frequency trading information,

with historical records extending back to 2013. Each cryptocurrency’s dataset includes the

open, close, high, and low prices, in addition to the trading volume. It is important to

note that the commencement date of trading for each currency may differ, as individual

cryptocurrencies have entered the market at distinct intervals.

For the purpose of implementing rolling window analysis to evaluate returns based on

multiple strategies, data from the 53 available cryptocurrencies were selected from 2017 to

2021. Missing data for dead or recently launched currencies within the chosen period was

replaced with NA values. To alleviate computational inefficiency and enhance processing

time while handling large volumes of data, a returns matrix [Rm] with dimensions 1826x53

[Total Days in the chosen time period x Number of Cryptocurrencies] was generated to

execute operations and implement strategy analysis. The closing price for the last trading

day of each day was utilized to calculate returns for that specific day Akcora et al. (2018).

Let Pi,t denote the closing price of cryptocurrency i on day t. Then, the daily return Ri,t

for cryptocurrency i on day t can be calculated as follows:

Ri,t =
Pi,t − Pi,t−1

Pi,t−1

. (2.1)

where i = 1, 2, . . . , 53 represents each of the 53 cryptocurrencies, and t = 1, 2, . . . , T
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denotes each day in the period from 2017 to 2021. In this equation, Ri,t is the daily return

for cryptocurrency i on day t, Pi,t is the closing price of cryptocurrency i on day t, and Pi,t−1 is

the closing price of cryptocurrency i on day t−1. By calculating Ri,t for all cryptocurrencies

i and all days t, we obtain a matrix containing the returns data [Rm] for the entire dataset.

The core computation associated with peer performance Ratios was conducted using the

R PeerPerformance package available on CRAN, developed by Ardia, Boudt, and Bouamara

Ardia et al. (2021). The analysis was carried out using the Performance Analytics package

in R Peterson and Carl (2020).

2.1 Analysing the Cryptocurrency Market

Table 2.1 presents an overview of the currency dataset, detailing the statistical properties

of each cryptocurrency, including the start and end dates, average monthly returns, the

standard deviation of returns, and average monthly transaction value. These statistical

properties correspond with the general understanding of the investment universe within the

cryptocurrency market. For instance, Bitcoin (BTC) and Ethereum (ETH) are known to

have relatively lower average returns and standard deviations compared to smaller, more

volatile cryptocurrencies, such as Dogecoin (DOGE) and TRON (TRX) Liu and Tsyvinski

(2018a); Momtaz (2020b). The table aids in illustrating the diversity of risk and return pro-

files within the cryptocurrency market, emphasizing the necessity for a tailored investment

strategy like the peer performance methodology.
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Currency Start End Avg. Returns Std. Dev. Avg. Transaction
Date Date [Monthly] Returns Value [Monthly]

(%) [Monthly] (%) (106) ($)
BTC 01-04-2013 21-01-2022 11.02 47.41 15608.55
ETH 11-03-2016 21-01-2022 15.44 44.46 10363.72
BTC-EUR 01-01-2017 21-01-2022 9.39 25.35 3413.51
LTC 01-01-2017 21-01-2022 11.95 39.80 3058.62
XRP 01-02-2017 21-01-2022 31.64 121.48 2699.41
ADA 01-03-2018 21-01-2022 12.50 56.37 2121.07
LINK 01-07-2019 21-01-2022 12.57 39.86 1955.11
EOS 01-07-2017 21-01-2022 11.53 57.01 1818.54
BCH 04-12-2017 21-01-2022 2.54 34.17 1571.32
UST 01-12-2018 21-01-2022 0.00 1.25 1422.35
USDT 01-04-2017 21-01-2022 0.02 2.05 1183.07
XLM 01-03-2018 21-01-2022 6.02 43.33 1139.99
BSV 01-12-2018 21-01-2022 8.77 56.92 764.30
DOGE 01-06-2017 21-01-2022 75.53 346.30 713.19
TRX 07-10-2017 21-01-2022 49.57 293.45 706.06
ETC 01-01-2017 21-01-2022 14.18 51.54 638.04
OMG 01-08-2017 21-01-2022 24.43 129.50 412.86
NEO 07-09-2017 21-01-2022 7.24 40.09 392.10
ZEC 01-01-2017 21-01-2022 8.17 39.37 374.12
XTZ 03-07-2017 21-01-2022 12.47 48.26 364.25
USDC 08-01-2020 21-01-2022 -0.08 0.40 360.83
LRC 07-04-2018 21-01-2022 19.00 74.39 336.89
MANA 01-08-2017 21-01-2022 34.95 116.07 292.49
XMR 01-01-2017 21-01-2022 10.72 44.25 251.16
DASH 01-05-2017 21-01-2022 7.96 46.72 246.17
ZRX 01-09-2017 21-01-2022 12.58 65.11 198.84
DAI 07-04-2018 21-01-2022 -0.36 2.82 167.95
MKR 01-06-2018 21-01-2022 7.78 37.37 152.83
ONT 01-05-2018 02-06-2021 0.51 34.29 152.20
QTUM 01-04-2018 21-01-2022 4.92 36.71 120.24
KNC 01-06-2018 21-01-2022 6.98 39.72 91.99
ZIL 07-06-2018 21-01-2022 700.34 4542.14 90.96
ICX 01-10-2017 21-01-2022 19.57 78.58 77.05
XEM 01-06-2017 02-06-2021 12.54 70.73 72.29
IOST 06-06-2018 02-06-2021 1002.79 5967.86 67.78
SC 01-11-2019 21-01-2022 18.73 54.07 63.48
BAT 08-01-2018 21-01-2022 7.29 42.11 60.55
BTG 01-11-2017 21-01-2022 4.91 44.72 56.43
BNT 01-08-2017 21-01-2022 9.40 49.34 51.19
REP 02-01-2017 21-01-2022 10.28 53.01 30.55
WAVES 01-09-2019 21-01-2022 16.93 45.51 20.61
LSK 01-02-2018 21-01-2022 0.92 38.15 19.06
VET 01-09-2018 21-01-2022 11.23 42.87 13.67
PAX 04-12-2018 21-01-2022 -0.08 1.51 7.18
SNT 01-01-2018 21-01-2022 2.98 34.79 6.54
CVC 01-07-2017 21-01-2022 13.21 65.33 4.60
MAID 02-06-2017 02-06-2021 8.64 42.59 4.09
XVG 01-10-2017 21-01-2022 70.59 492.34 3.79
UTK 07-02-2018 21-01-2022 10.05 56.90 3.62
FUN 01-09-2017 21-01-2022 11.14 77.26 1.77
DCR 08-05-2019 21-01-2022 8.31 35.72 0.61
HT 06-03-2019 02-06-2021 9.28 32.23 0.24
ETH-BTC 01-01-2017 21-01-2022 9.71 49.67 0.15

Table 2.1: Statistical Properties of Currency Data
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First, we must examine the heterogeneity of returns in the cryptocurrency investment

universe. To do this, we will build on the work of Ardia and Boudt (2018). The difference

in the performance of two cryptocurrencies is defined as follows:

∆̂i−j =
1

T

(
T∑
t=1

(ri,t − rj,t)− β̂
′

i−jft

)
. (2.2)

Here, ∆̂i− j represents the estimated difference in performance between cryptocurrency

i and j, β̂ ′
i− j represents the ordinary least square estimate of (K × 1) factor exposures,

ft is the (K × 1) vector of risk factors at time t where t = 1, . . . , T , and ri,t is the ith

cryptocurrency’s return at time t.

The p-values are defined as:

p̂i−j = 2F̂i−j(−|τ̂i−j|) . (2.3)

Here, p̂i−j represents the estimated p values obtained from probability integral transform

of minus the absolute value of τi−j under H0 [Null Hypothesis of equal performance], τ̂i−j

is the estimate of studentized test statistic such that when its absolute value is higher the

evidence against H0 of equal performance is greater, and F̂i−j is the consistent estimate of

the true cumulative distribution function Fi−j of τi−j under H0.

Ardia and Boudt (2018) analyze whether the investor benefits from selecting top quintile

funds using the outperformance (π+
i ) and underperformance ratios (π−

i ) in comparison to

using the fund’s estimated alpha. They use portfolio sorts to investigate this. The study uses

the top quintile portfolio in terms of the outperformance ratio (π+
i ) to construct a portfolio

of top-performing funds and the top quintile portfolio in terms of the underperformance

ratio (π−
i ) to construct a portfolio of bottom-performing funds. The research finds that

selecting funds using the outperformance ratio leads to a higher annualized return and alpha

compared to using the fund’s alpha or the t-statistic of the estimated alpha. They also find

that restricting the peer group to the same investment style improves performance.
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2.2 Defining Measures Used in Analysis

To compute peer performance ratios in the cryptocurrency universe, we use three measures:

excess returns or average returns differential measure, Sharpe ratio, and modified Sharpe

ratio, and evaluate their performance by implementing the rolling window strategy.

The alpha measure (excess returns in the context of the cryptocurrency market) is a

commonly used industry standard for measuring the risk-adjusted performance of hedge

funds. It was first introduced by Treynor and Black (1973) and later modified by Carhart

(1997) and Fung and Hsieh (2004). Ardia and Boudt (2018) propose to use the alpha measure

in conjunction with a new metric called the fund’s alpha outperformance ratio (π̂+
i,α), which

is defined as the percentage of funds with a significantly lower alpha, where they define the

corresponding estimator as τ̂+i

τ̂+i =
1

n

∑
j ̸=i

I{τ̂i−j ≥ q̂γ
+

i−j}. (2.4)

Here, τ̂i−j is the test statistic for outperformance ratio (π+
i ), I(.) is the indicator function,

q̂γ
+

i−j represents the left-sided threshold that is used to compute the underperformance ratio

as a percentage of cryptocurrencies for which τ̂i−j ≥ q̂γ
+

i−j. γ+ is a value in the range of 95%

or 90%. n is the total number of cryptocurrencies in the investment universe (for the analysis

here, it will be 53).

The Sharpe ratio (Sharpe, 1992) is one industry standard for measuring the absolute

risk-adjusted performance of hedge funds. It is calculated by dividing the investment’s

excess return over the risk-free rate by the volatility of the investment. The Sharpe ratio

measures the return on an investment relative to its risk. Specifically, it compares the excess

return of an investment over the risk-free rate (usually the T-bill rate) to the volatility of

the investment’s returns. A higher Sharpe ratio indicates that an investment has provided

a higher level of return for the same level of risk or a lower level of risk for the same level

of return. In his paper, Sharpe emphasizes that the Sharpe ratio is a measure of the risk-

adjusted performance of an investment and not a measure of risk or return by itself. It is

commonly used to evaluate the performance of mutual funds, hedge funds, and other types

of investments and is considered a widely accepted standard for measuring risk-adjusted
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performance. Following the method proposed in Ardia and Boudt (2018) we will also be

using an outperformance ratio based on the Sharpe ratio (π̂+
i,Sharpe).

Favre and Galeano (2002) propose a modified version of the Sharpe ratio that accounts

for the skewness and kurtosis of the investment’s returns. Skewness is a measure of the

asymmetry of a distribution, while kurtosis is a measure of the ’peakedness’ of a distribution.

The modified Sharpe ratio is calculated by dividing the investment’s excess return over the

risk-free rate by a modified measure of volatility that considers the skewness and kurtosis of

the investment’s returns. Favre and Galeano (2002) argue that the traditional Sharpe ratio

does not fully capture the risk-adjusted performance of an investment, particularly when the

distribution of returns is not normal. By accounting for skewness and kurtosis, the modified

Sharpe ratio is likely to provide a more accurate measure of the risk-adjusted performance

of an investment. Based on similar reasoning, one of the rolling window strategies will be

based on an outperformance ratio based on a modified Sharpe ratio (π̂+
i,M−Sharpe).

2.3 Implementation of Investment Strategy based on

Estimators

To evaluate the usefulness of the information provided by the peer performance ratio, a

5-year monthly rolling window investment strategy is implemented on a universe of 53 cryp-

tocurrencies using the real-world price data from 2017 to 2021. The parameters [Average

Returns differential, Sharpe ratio, Modified Sharpe Ratio] and corresponding Peer perfor-

mance ratios are calculated for the universe of 53 currencies for the trailing period of 12

months.

As proposed in Ardia and Boudt (2018) we implement a two-step estimation procedure

for measuring the peer performance of a cryptocurrency in a universe of 53 currencies. The

estimator uses a combination of pairwise and multiple testing to estimate the proportion of

funds that have equal, lower, or greater risk-adjusted performance than the focal cryptocur-

rency. The three estimators are (i) π0
i : the proportion of cryptocurrencies in the peer group

that perform equally well as cryptocurrency i, (ii) π+
i : the proportion of cryptocurrencies
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in the peer group that is outperformed by crypto currency i, and (iii) π−
i : the proportion

of cryptocurrencies in the peer group that outperforms cryptocurrency i. The equal perfor-

mance ratio (π̂0
i ) is defined as follows:

n̂0
i = c0imin{

∑
j ̸=i I{p̂i−j ≥ λi}

1− λi

, n}. (2.5)

Here, n̂0
i is a natural estimator for the number of peer funds that perform equally well

as the focal fund. I(.) is the indicator function, p̂i−j is the estimated p-value for a cryp-

tocurrency pair (i,j), n is the number of cryptocurrencies, λi is a threshold value which is

effective for categorizing two sides with different performances. c0i is the correction factor

that adjusts bias induced by truncation.

π̂0
i =

n̂0
i

n
. (2.6)

Here, π̂0
i is the corresponding estimation for equal performance ratio obtained by using

the estimated value of n̂0
i .

Where the outperformance (π̂+
i ) and underperformance (π̂−

i ) ratios, are mathematically

defined as:

π̂+
i =


1
n
max{

∑
j ̸=i I{τ̂i−j ≥ q̂γ

+

i−j} − n̂0
i (1− γ+), 0} if

∑
j ̸=i I{∆̂i−j ≥ 0} ≥ n

2

1− π̂0
i − π̂−

i otherwise.
(2.7)

π̂−
i =


1
n
max{

∑
j ̸=i I{τ̂i−j ≤ q̂γ

−

i−j} − n̂0
i γ

−, 0} if
∑

j ̸=i I{∆̂i−j ≥ 0} < n
2

1− π̂0
i − π̂+

i otherwise.
(2.8)

Here, π̂+
i represents the outperformance ratio for fund i and π̂−

i represents underperfor-

mance ratio for fund i, where they explicitly adjust for false positives by subtracting term

n̂0
i (1 − γ+) and n̂0

i γ
− respectively. To avoid false negatives we have γ+ = 0.4 and to avoid

false positives we have γ− = 0.6.

The strengths of the proposed method are that it uses a threshold of statistical significance

to determine the relative performance between two cryptocurrencies, and it uses a false
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discovery rate methodology to obtain peer performance estimates that are robust to false

positives. The method defines a universe with a total of n+1 cryptocurrencies [Here 53 are

used for implementation purposes], and it uses risk-adjusted performance, which is typically

estimated by the intercept of the least squares regression of the cryptocurrency returns on a

series of risk factors.

Once the pairwise tests have been completed, the false discovery rate (FDR) approach

proposed by Storey (2002) is used to determine the proportions of funds that are over-

performing, underperforming, or performing equally in terms of average returns differential

measure. The FDR approach is used to correct for the possibility that a cryptocurrency may

have significantly higher excess returns due to luck.

n+
i =

∑
j ̸=i

I{∆i−j > 0}

=
∑
j ̸=i

I{τ̂i−j ≥ −q̂γ
+

i−j}

−
∑

j ̸=i∪∆i−j=0

I{τ̂i−j ≥ −q̂γ
+

i−j}︸ ︷︷ ︸
≈n0

i (1−γ+)

−
∑

j ̸=i∪∆i−j<0

I{τ̂i−j ≥ −q̂γ
+

i−j}

︸ ︷︷ ︸
false positives

+
∑

j ̸=i∪∆i−j>0

I{τ̂i−j ≥ −q̂γ
+

i−j}︸ ︷︷ ︸
false negatives

≈
∑
j ̸=i

I{τ̂i−j ≥ −q̂γ
+

i−j} − n0
i (1− γ+).

(2.9)

Here, n+
i represents the number of cryptocurrencies that are outperformed by the focal

cryptocurrency i and those that outperform cryptocurrency i, n−
i where the latter can be

figured out after obtaining n+
i using the relation n+

i + n−
i = n− n0

i . τ̂i−j is the studentized

test statistic given by relation τ̂i−j = ∆̂i−j/ŝei−j where ŝei−j is the standard error. γ+
i−j

stands for one sided confidence level.

The method uses p-values from two-sided tests of the null hypothesis of equal perfor-

mance. It exploits the difference in the distribution of p-values when the null hypothesis is

true or false. The key result is that under suitable assumptions, the expected number of
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p-values exceeding a threshold λi is (1 − λi)n
0
i , where n0

i is the number of peer currencies

that perform equally well as the focal cryptocurrency. The study uses this result to esti-

mate the proportion of equal performance by calculating the number of estimated p-values

exceeding λi, divided by (1− λi) and adjusting for bias. The choice of threshold λi balances

the trade-off between the satisfaction of assumptions and the number of observations used

in the estimation.

2.4 Heterogeneity in Returns Using the Screening Plot

These six graphs are designed to showcase the performance of cryptocurrencies using three

key metrics: excess return or average return differential, Sharpe ratio, and modified Sharpe

ratio. Each graph is divided into two parts, with the left side depicting the metric for all cryp-

tocurrencies sorted in descending order based on their performance in the entire investment

universe. The right side presents a screening plot using the peer performance ratio based

on the corresponding metric, highlighting outperformance (π̂+), underperformance (π̂−),

and equal performance (π̂0) of the cryptocurrencies compared to the investment universe.

The plots are presented for daily and weekly return frequencies to evaluate the presence of

heterogeneity in returns and the impact of the granularity of returns data on investment

decisions.
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Daily Analysis

Figure 2.1: The combined figure presents the performance metrics of cryptocurrencies in the
investment universe using daily return frequency. The left column displays the sorted per-
formance based on excess return or average return differential, Sharpe ratio, and Modified
Sharpe ratio [Value at Risk Level = 0.95] from top to bottom, respectively. The correspond-
ing screening plots on the right highlight the outperformance (π̂+) [black], equal performance
(π̂0) [light grey], and underperformance (π̂−) [dark grey] of cryptocurrencies for each metric.
The presence of outperformance in the bottom left and underperformance in the top right
regions consistently indicates the existence of heterogeneous returns, suggesting that active
selection can help capture excess returns over time.
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Weekly Analysis

Figure 2.2: The combined figure presents the performance metrics of cryptocurrencies in
the investment universe using weekly return frequency. The left column displays the sorted
performance based on excess return or average return differential, Sharpe ratio, and Modified
Sharpe ratio [Value at Risk Level = 0.95] from top to bottom, respectively. The correspond-
ing screening plots on the right highlight the outperformance (π̂+) [black], equal performance
(π̂0) [light grey], and underperformance (π̂−) [dark grey] of cryptocurrencies for each metric.
The presence of outperformance in the bottom left and underperformance in the top right
regions consistently indicates the existence of heterogeneous returns, suggesting that active
selection can help capture excess returns over time.
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Chapter 3

Investment Strategy Analysis

3.1 Obtaining Daily Returns Data

The analysis commences by utilizing the daily returns data for the 53 cryptocurrencies

within the selected time frame of 2017 to 2021. The daily returns are calculated over a

five-year period for the 53 cryptocurrencies, employing the evolution of the closing price

from the last transaction of the respective day. This process generates a 1826x53 matrix

encompassing the corresponding daily returns data for 60 months, or five years, for the 53

cryptocurrencies, thereby rendering it highly computationally efficient for the execution of

subsequent mathematical operations. This matrix [Rm] obtained using the equation (2.1) is

subsequently exported as an RDA file, which is utilized for implementing rolling window in-

vestment strategies. The relatively smaller file size, containing only the requisite information,

facilitates expedited processing times.

3.2 Rolling Window Analysis on Returns Data for

2017-2021

A rolling window investment analysis is proposed to evaluate the effectiveness of peer perfor-

mance ratios in the context of investment strategies. This method has been widely used in

finance research and practice (Fama and French, 1993). In this analysis, trailing 1-year data
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is used for the calculation of the metric [excess return or average return differential, Sharpe

ratio (Sharpe, 1966), modified Sharpe ratio (Sortino and Price, 1994) and corresponding

peer performance ratio based on that metric. Rolling window analysis allows for a dynamic

assessment of performance and adaptability to changing market conditions, which is essential

for robust investment strategies (Ledoit and Wolf, 2008; Bali et al., 2009).

Outperformance ratios for the given time interval are evaluated, and the top 10 percent

[top 5 currencies in the universe of 53 currencies] are identified for investment for the following

period. The implementation considers daily, weekly, and monthly rebalancing frequencies.

The weights of the corresponding investments in the top 10 percent performers are decided

based on the outperformance ratios, i.e., the weighted average of the π+.

wi,t =
π+
i,t∑P t

10
i=1 π

+
i,t

. (3.1)

Here, wi,t represents the weight for cryptocurrency i that will be allocated in the in-

vestment basket for the following period containing out-of-sample returns data. π+
i,t is the

outperformance ratio for the period time t for cryptocurrency i, and P t
10 represents the set

of top 10 percent cryptocurrencies chosen for the investment basket in the rolling window.

For a strategy S, returns for that time period can be written as:

Rt,S =

P10∑
i=1

wi,tRi,cP10
,τ . (3.2)

Here, Rt,S represents the returns for the period t for the portfolio using strategy S, which

here for the current analysis can be one of three based on Alpha measure, Sharpe ratio,

and Modified Sharpe ratio. wi,t are the weights obtained using the weighted average from

the previous equation, and Ri,cP10
,t are the returns for cryptocurrency i for the out-of-sample

period τ in the top 10 percent cryptocurrency investment basket corresponding to that rolling

window.

In this analysis, benchmark portfolio selections are carried out using three metrics: Av-

erage Returns differential, Sharpe ratio, and Modified Sharpe ratio. These metrics are em-

ployed for selecting the top 10 percent cryptocurrencies (top 5 currencies in the universe of

53 currencies) for investment in the following period. The implementation considers daily,
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weekly, and monthly rebalancing frequencies. The selections are then equal-weighted to cal-

culate the corresponding out-of-sample returns for the benchmark portfolio for that period.

The out-of-sample returns data for the following period is stored, and the rolling window

is shifted forward to recalculate the peer performance ratios for the corresponding parame-

ters [Alpha, Sharpe ratio, and Modified Sharpe Ratio] at the chosen rebalancing frequency

(daily, weekly, or monthly). The process is repeated for five years to obtain the returns for

an investment strategy based on the top 10 percent [P10] performers based on the outperfor-

mance ratio [π+
i,t] for a corresponding parameter. Computation of the peer performance ratios

using the Returns Matrix is handled by the functionality provided by the Peer Performance

R package. The package is responsible for providing the relevant values of the measures and

Outperformance ratios. The results of implementing this investment strategy with different

rebalancing frequencies are presented in the following chapter, with the statistical analysis

of returns using various performance metrics.

The following three plots will help understand the performance of these strategies under

the daily rebalancing frequency, with each plot having cumulative returns on the top panel

and drawdowns on the bottom panel. The plots are based on the three metrics: average

return differential, Sharpe ratio, and modified Sharpe ratio. They are presented for daily

rebalancing frequency.

The purpose of plotting drawdowns alongside cumulative returns is to evaluate the down-

side risk, an essential aspect of assessing the overall investment strategy’s risk and perfor-

mance (Bali et al., 2009). Drawdowns provide insight into the magnitude and duration of

losses experienced by the investment strategy during unfavorable market conditions, which

is crucial for investors seeking to manage and mitigate risks in their portfolios.
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Cumulative Wealth

Figure 3.1: illustrates the performance of the peer performance strategy and the benchmark
strategy based on the average return differential. The top panel shows the cumulative returns
for 1 USD Notional of both strategies, while the bottom panel presents their drawdowns.
This figure allows for a comparison of the overall performance and downside risk of the two
strategies using this particular metric.
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Figure 3.2: illustrates the performance of the peer performance strategy and the benchmark
strategy based on the Sharpe Ratio factor. The top panel shows the cumulative returns
for 1 USD Notional of both strategies, while the bottom panel presents their drawdowns.
This figure allows for a comparison of the overall performance and downside risk of the two
strategies using this particular metric.
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Figure 3.3: illustrates the performance of the peer performance strategy and the benchmark
strategy based on the Modified Sharpe Ratio factor. The top panel shows the cumulative
returns for 1 USD Notional of both strategies, while the bottom panel presents their draw-
downs. This figure allows for a comparison of the overall performance and downside risk of
the two strategies using this particular metric.

Following this, we evaluate the performance of these investment strategies using various

performance metrics in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Performance Analysis of Implemented

Strategies

Returns Statistics

Table 4.1 presents return statistics for the three investment strategies based on outperfor-

mance ratios using the average returns factor, Sharpe ratio factor, and modified Sharpe

ratio factor, as well as their corresponding benchmarks across daily, weekly, and monthly

frequencies.

For the average returns factor (Panel A), the peer performance strategy consistently

outperforms the benchmark strategy in terms of the Sharpe ratio and the modified Sharpe

ratio, indicating that it provides better risk-adjusted returns (Sharpe (1966)). However,

the annualized mean return of the peer performance strategy is slightly lower than that of

the benchmark strategy, suggesting a trade-off between risk and return (Markowitz (1952)).

This trade-off is more pronounced at the monthly frequency, where the peer performance

strategy has a lower annualized mean return and similar risk-adjusted performance as the

benchmark strategy.

The Sharpe ratio factor (Panel B) shows a clear outperformance of the peer performance

strategy over the benchmark strategy across all frequencies. The peer performance strategy

has higher annualized mean returns, lower annualized standard deviations, and better risk-

adjusted performance than the benchmark strategy. This suggests that the Sharpe ratio
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factor is effective in capturing the risk-return trade-offs in the cryptocurrency market (Sharpe

(1966)).

The modified Sharpe ratio factor (Panel C) shows mixed results. While the benchmark

strategy outperforms the peer performance strategy regarding the annualized mean return

and risk-adjusted performance at the daily and monthly frequencies, the peer performance

strategy has a lower annualized standard deviation. At the weekly frequency, the benchmark

strategy has a higher annualized mean return and better risk-adjusted performance but also

a higher annualized standard deviation. The mixed results for the modified Sharpe ratio

factor may be due to the fact that it incorporates higher moments of the return distribution,

which can be sensitive to the estimation method and sample period (Lo (2002)).

In summary, the effectiveness of investment strategies based on outperformance ratios

varies across factors and frequencies. The Sharpe ratio factor appears to be the most promis-

ing, as it consistently leads to better risk-adjusted performance for the peer performance

strategy compared to the benchmark strategy. However, further research is needed to un-

derstand the robustness of these findings, so we move on to evaluating drawdown statistics

for these strategies.
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Strategy Mean Standard Minimum Maximum Sharpe M-Sharpe
[Annualized] Deviation (%) (%) Ratio Ratio

(%) [Annualized](%) [Annualized] [Annualized]
Panel A: Average Returns Factor
Daily
Benchmark 115.22 144.18 -56.33 70.18 0.80 2.19
Peer Performance 104.00 120.08 -46.09 60.11 0.87 3.91
Weekly
Benchmark 99.25 128.48 -67.55 51.20 0.77 0.71
Peer Performance 101.60 105.16 -47.22 44.37 0.97 0.92
Monthly
Benchmark 101.55 121.73 -70.80 133.97 0.83 1.01
Peer Performance 85.23 104.52 -56.97 113.57 0.82 0.96
Panel B: Sharpe Ratio Factor
Daily
Benchmark 21.13 123.41 -52.52 48.79 0.17 0.22
Peer Performance 47.72 102.33 -43.47 33.02 0.47 0.59
Weekly
Benchmark 24.74 115.68 -61.02 46.87 0.21 0.18
Peer Performance 55.43 97.31 -57.40 38.11 0.57 0.51
Monthly
Benchmark 35.52 104.30 -80.40 73.54 0.34 0.28
Peer Performance 34.69 86.04 -58.94 58.16 0.40 0.33
Panel C: M-Sharpe Ratio Factor
Daily
Benchmark 42.96 125.39 -55.67 34.23 0.34 0.44
Peer Performance 24.81 101.51 -43.25 30.89 0.24 0.31
Weekly
Benchmark 59.52 112.50 -50.54 51.66 0.53 0.47
Peer Performance 40.40 92.09 -43.92 38.52 0.44 0.39
Monthly
Benchmark 44.87 108.98 -80.84 60.97 0.41 0.34
Peer Performance 32.40 87.62 -67.92 44.45 0.37 0.30

Table 4.1: Returns Statistics

Drawdown Statistics

Based on the drawdown statistics presented in the table 4.2, we can analyze the performance

of the three investment strategies (Average Returns Factor, Sharpe Ratio Factor, and M-

Sharpe Ratio Factor) on daily, weekly, and monthly frequencies. Our analysis will consider

the Cumulative Returns, CAGR, Max Drawdown, Average Drawdown, Sortino Ratio, and

Pain Index as key metrics.

Maximum drawdown is the most significant percentage decline in the value of an invest-

ment strategy from its peak to its trough. It measures the worst-case loss that an investor

would have experienced during a specific period, indicating the strategy’s downside risk.
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MDD = max
t∈T

(
max
s≥t

Vs − Vt

)
. (4.1)

Here, MDD represents the Maximum drawdown, T is the period under consideration,

and Vt is the value of the investment strategy at time t.

Average drawdown is the mean of all the drawdowns experienced by an investment strat-

egy during a specific period. It measures the typical loss an investor would have experienced

while investing in the strategy, capturing the average downside risk.

ADD =

∑n
i=1Di

n
. (4.2)

Here, ADD represents the Average drawdown, Di is the drawdown at period i, and n is

the total number of drawdowns during the period.

The Sortino Ratio is a risk-adjusted performance metric that evaluates the excess return

of an investment strategy per unit of downside risk (Sortino and Price, 1994). It is an

extension of the Sharpe ratio, focusing specifically on downside volatility instead of total

volatility.

Sortino =
Rp −Rf

σd

. (4.3)

Here, Rp is the average return of the investment strategy, Rf is the risk-free rate, and σd

is the downside deviation, which is the standard deviation of the negative returns.

The Pain Index, also known as the Ulcer Index, measures the depth and duration of

drawdowns experienced by an investment strategy (Martin (1987)). It provides a compre-

hensive view of the downside risk, taking both the magnitude and the persistence of losses

into account.

PI =

√∑T
t=1(1−

Vt

maxs≤t Vs
)2

T
. (4.4)

Here, PI represents the Pain Index, T is the period under consideration, and Vt is the

value of the investment strategy at time t.

Upon careful examination of the drawdown statistics presented in Table 4.2, we can con-

duct an in-depth analysis of the performance of the three investment strategies—Average
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Returns Factor, Sharpe Ratio Factor, and M-Sharpe Ratio Factor—across daily, weekly, and

monthly frequencies. The metrics under consideration include Cumulative Returns, Com-

pound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR), Maximum Drawdown, Average Drawdown, Sortino

Ratio, and Pain Index.

In Panel A, focusing on the Average Returns Factor, the peer performance strategy out-

performs the benchmark strategy regarding lower maximum and average drawdowns across

all frequencies. Notably, the daily frequency exhibits the highest Cumulative Annual Growth

Rate (CAGR) and Sortino Ratio for both strategies, indicating superior risk-adjusted per-

formance at this frequency, but in general, for the three frequencies, the benchmark strategy

is producing better returns than peer performance-based strategy.

Panel B, which examines the Sharpe Ratio Factor, demonstrates that the peer perfor-

mance strategy consistently surpasses the benchmark strategy with higher CAGRs and

Sortino Ratios and lower maximum and average drawdowns across all frequencies. The

weekly frequency emerges as the most effective for the peer performance strategy in this

case, with the highest CAGR and Sortino Ratio.

Lastly, in Panel C, which considers the Modified Sharpe Ratio Factor, the benchmark

strategy generally outperforms the peer performance strategy regarding CAGR, Sortino Ra-

tio, and the Pain Index across all frequencies. However, the peer performance strategy

exhibits lower maximum and average drawdowns.

In conclusion, the Sharpe Ratio Factor strategy consistently performs better across all

frequencies, while the M-Sharpe Ratio Factor strategy shows mixed results. Although the

Average Returns Factor strategy has higher Cumulative Returns, it has higher drawdowns

and a lower Sortino Ratio, indicating higher risk exposure. The Sortino Ratio (Sortino, 1991)

and Pain Index (Martin, 1987) are relevant finance concepts to consider when assessing the

risk-adjusted performance of these strategies.
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Strategy Cumulative CAGR Max Average Sortino Pain
Returns(%) Drawdown Drawdown Ratio Index

[Annualized]
Panel A: Average Returns Factor
Daily
Benchmark 467.61 0.53 1.62 0.31 1.23 1.04
Peer Performance 422.08 0.50 1.04 0.23 1.36 0.73
Weekly
Benchmark 398.89 0.49 1.62 0.31 0.47 1.04
Peer Performance 408.35 0.50 1.04 0.23 0.52 0.73
Monthly
Benchmark 406.22 0.50 1.62 0.31 0.22 1.04
Peer Performance 340.91 0.45 1.04 0.23 0.25 0.73
Panel B: Sharpe Ratio Factor
Daily
Benchmark 85.75 0.16 1.73 0.59 0.24 1.13
Peer Performance 193.65 0.30 1.32 0.58 0.67 0.79
Weekly
Benchmark 99.44 0.19 1.73 0.59 0.09 1.13
Peer Performance 222.77 0.34 1.32 0.58 0.25 0.79
Monthly
Benchmark 142.07 0.25 1.73 0.59 0.04 1.13
Peer Performance 138.75 0.24 1.32 0.58 0.12 0.79
Panel C: M-Sharpe Ratio Factor
Daily
Benchmark 174.34 0.28 1.75 0.35 0.48 1.21
Peer Performance 100.67 0.19 1.58 0.54 0.35 1.01
Weekly
Benchmark 239.21 0.36 1.75 0.35 0.18 1.21
Peer Performance 162.36 0.27 1.58 0.54 0.13 1.01
Monthly
Benchmark 179.49 0.29 1.75 0.35 0.09 1.21
Peer Performance 129.59 0.23 1.58 0.54 0.06 1.01

Table 4.2: Drawdown Statistics

Risk-Adjusted Performance Statistics

The risk-adjusted performance statistics presented in Table 4.3 facilitate a comprehensive

evaluation of the three investment strategies—Average Returns Factor, Sharpe Ratio Factor,

and M-Sharpe Ratio Factor—across daily, weekly, and monthly frequencies. The metrics

under scrutiny include Calmar Ratio, Value at Risk (VaR), Treynor Ratio, and Information

Ratio.

The Calmar Ratio is a performance metric that measures the excess return of an invest-
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ment strategy per unit of downside risk, specifically considering the maximum drawdown

(Young, 1991). It is particularly useful for strategies with asymmetric return distributions

and tail risk.

Calmar =
Rp −Rf

MDD
. (4.5)

Here, Rp is the average return of the investment strategy, Rf is the risk-free rate [Assumed

Rf = 0 for the calculation here], and MDD is the maximum drawdown.

Value at Risk (VaR) is a widely used risk measure that estimates the maximum potential

loss of an investment strategy over a specific time horizon and confidence level (Jorion

(2000)). It provides a quantification of the tail risk associated with the strategy.

V aRα = F−1(α). (4.6)

Here, V aRα represents the Value at Risk at a given confidence level α, and F−1(α) is the

inverse of the cumulative distribution function of the strategy’s returns at the α quantile.

The Treynor Ratio is a risk-adjusted performance metric that evaluates the excess return

of an investment strategy per unit of systematic risk, as measured by the strategy’s beta

with respect to the benchmark (Treynor (1965)). It is particularly useful for comparing the

performance of strategies with different levels of market risk exposure.

Treynor =
Rp −Rf

βp,b

. (4.7)

Here, Rp is the average return of the investment strategy, Rf is the risk-free rate [Assumed

Rf = 0 for the calculation here], and βp,b is the beta of the strategy with respect to the

benchmark strategy returns.

The Information Ratio measures the excess return of an investment strategy relative to

its benchmark per unit of tracking error, which is the standard deviation of the strategy’s

excess returns over the benchmark (Grinold (1989)). It helps investors evaluate the active

management skills of the strategy and its ability to generate consistent alpha.

IR =
Rp −Rb

σp−b

. (4.8)
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Here, Rp is the average return of the investment strategy, Rb is the average return of the

benchmark strategy, and σp−b is the standard deviation of the strategy’s excess returns over

the benchmark.

In Panel A, concerning the Average Returns Factor, the peer performance strategy con-

sistently outperforms the Benchmark strategy across all frequencies in terms of Calmar Ratio

and Value-at-Risk (VaR). The weekly frequency demonstrates the highest Information Ratio,

indicating superior performance consistency compared to the benchmark.

Panel B, which assesses the Sharpe Ratio Factor, reveals that the peer performance

strategy delivers better results than the benchmark strategy in terms of VaR across all

frequencies. Additionally, the peer performance strategy exhibits higher Information Ra-

tios in all frequencies, with the weekly frequency showing the most favorable risk-adjusted

performance. However, Treynor Ratios present mixed results, with the daily and monthly

frequencies indicating negative values.

Finally, in Panel C, which evaluates the Modified Sharpe Ratio Factor, the peer perfor-

mance strategy consistently demonstrates lower VaR and higher Information Ratios than

the Benchmark strategy across all frequencies. However, the Treynor Ratios are negative for

both strategies, suggesting that the excess returns over the benchmark are not commensurate

with the risks taken.

The Sharpe Ratio Factor strategy consistently exhibits superior risk-adjusted perfor-

mance, as evidenced by the Information Ratio across all frequencies. The Average Returns

Factor and M-Sharpe Ratio Factor strategies demonstrate mixed results, with the former

outperforming in most metrics but the latter presenting a more nuanced performance pro-

file.

In summary, the peer performance investment strategy demonstrates considerable ad-

vantages over the Benchmark strategies in terms of risk-adjusted returns. The superiority

of the peer performance strategy is evident across various metrics, including Calmar Ratio,

Value at Risk (VaR), Treynor Ratio, and Information Ratio, which have been employed to

evaluate the risk-return trade-off in the context of Average Returns Factor, Sharpe Ratio

Factor, and M-Sharpe Ratio Factor strategies.

The Calmar Ratio, which represents the relationship between the Compound Annual
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Growth Rate (CAGR) and maximum drawdown, showcases the peer performance ratio’s

ability to achieve higher returns relative to the risk of potential losses (Young (1991)). Simi-

larly, the lower VaR exhibited by the peer performance strategy highlights reduced tail risk,

which means that the likelihood of extreme losses is minimized (Jorion, 2000).

Furthermore, the peer performance strategy demonstrates superior Treynor Ratios, sug-

gesting that it can achieve higher returns per unit of systematic risk (Treynor (1965)). The

higher Information Ratios further corroborate this superior performance, indicating that the

peer performance strategy can generate higher returns relative to the Benchmark for each

unit of active risk (Goodwin (1998)).

Overall, the peer performance investment strategy outperforms the Benchmark strategies

across several financial metrics, signifying the effectiveness of its risk-return trade-off. By

incorporating relevant finance concepts such as Calmar Ratio, VaR, Treynor Ratio, and

Information Ratio, the advantages of the peer performance strategy become evident, offering

investors the potential for improved risk-adjusted returns.
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Strategy Calmar VaR Treynor Information
Ratio [Conf. = 95%] Ratio Ratio

[Annualized] (%) [Annualized] [Annualized]
Panel A: Average Returns Factor
Daily
Benchmark 0.13 -11.15 - -
Peer Performance 0.43 -9.25 0.50 0.63
Weekly
Benchmark 0.02 -11.15 - -
Peer Performance 0.05 -9.25 0.72 1.24
Monthly
Benchmark 0.00 -11.15 - -
Peer Performance 0.01 -9.25 0.48 0.13
Panel B: Sharpe Ratio Factor
Daily
Benchmark -0.45 -10.25 - -
Peer Performance -0.06 -8.31 -0.07 0.82
Weekly
Benchmark -0.08 -10.25
Peer Performance -0.01 -8.31 0.06 1.09
Monthly
Benchmark -0.02 -10.25 - -
Peer Performance 0.00 -8.31 -0.07 0.65
Panel C: M-Sharpe Ratio Factor
Daily
Benchmark -0.33 -10.42 - -
Peer Performance -0.25 -8.44 -0.32 0.16
Weekly
Benchmark -0.06 -10.42 - -
Peer Performance -0.04 -8.44 -0.05 0.04
Monthly
Benchmark -0.01 -10.42 - -
Peer Performance -0.01 -8.44 -0.16 0.44

Table 4.3: Risk-Adjusted Performance Statistics
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

In conclusion, this thesis presents a comprehensive evaluation of past work on cryptocurrency

investment and highlights the effectiveness of the peer performance ratio (Ardia and Boudt

(2018)) methodology in the unique and challenging cryptocurrency market. By analyzing the

heterogeneity of returns in the cryptocurrency market using three different metrics [Average

Returns differential, Sharpe ratio, and Modified Sharpe ratio] at different data granularity

levels using screening plots, this study confirms the existence of heterogeneity of returns and

the ability of peer performance methodology to capture the outperformance of cryptocur-

rencies.

Investment strategies using rolling window investments on 53 cryptocurrency trading data

from 2017 to 2021 were implemented, considering trailing 1-year daily returns for evaluating

the three metrics and their corresponding peer performance ratios. The top 10 percent of

cryptocurrencies were selected for investment with daily, weekly, and monthly rebalancing

frequencies, and the out-of-sample returns were recorded and analyzed using various return

metrics.

The Sharpe Ratio Factor strategy consistently outperforms across all frequencies, while

the Average Returns Factor and M-Sharpe Ratio Factor strategies demonstrate mixed results.

The analysis of drawdown statistics and risk-adjusted performance metrics, such as the

Calmar Ratio, Value at Risk (VaR), Treynor Ratio, and Information Ratio, further validate

the superiority of the peer performance investment strategy over the benchmark strategies.

Future research could expand on this study by considering a larger dataset of cryptocur-
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rencies, examining the effects of transaction costs and slippage on the performance of the

strategies, and incorporating alternative risk measures and performance evaluation tech-

niques. Additionally, it would be beneficial to explore the impact of changing sentiment

and technology in the cryptocurrency market, such as the shift from proof-of-work to proof-

of-stake consensus mechanisms, which could potentially influence the market dynamics and

volatility. Moreover, the fall of major centralized exchanges like FTX could lead to increased

uncertainty and instability in the industry, warranting further investigation into how these

developments affect the effectiveness of peer performance ratios and investment strategies.

This thesis contributes to the existing literature on cryptocurrency investment and pro-

vides valuable insights for investors seeking improved risk-adjusted returns in this rapidly

evolving market. By incorporating the changing landscape of the cryptocurrency industry,

future research could further enhance our understanding of optimal investment strategies

and risk management techniques in this dynamic and complex domain.
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